Itzy Ritzy Sweetie Soother Pacifier Set of 2 - Silicone Newborn
Pacifiers with Collapsible Handle & Two Air Holes for Added Safety;
Set of 2 in Dark Gray & Yellow, Ages Newborn & Up Review-2021

This newborn pacifier 2-pack includes two coordinating pacifiers, each made of 100% food grade
silicone and featuring 2 large vent holes for breathability
The dark gray and yellow pacifiers in this coordinating set each feature a braided design detail on
the collapsible handle - perfect for coordinating with baby's outfits!
Our pacifiers are safety tested to meet ASTM safety standards and feature a single-part design and
a collapsible handle for added safety
The proven nipple shape on this pacifier is soft and durable, making it ideal for newborns and up,
even when baby's teeth are coming in
Patent pendingSweetie Soothers are available in so many cute colors, who can choose just one?!
About Our Brand
Itzy Ritzy takes pride in offering stylish solutions to every day parenting challenges. Our product line
includes diaper bags, breastfeeding scarfs, reusable snack bags, shopping cart covers and much
more. From multi-purpose designs that empower to chic prints that inspire, we've reinvented
practical luxury for modern families around the world while remaining true to our core vision of
keeping things simple.
Itzy Ritzy Sweetie Soother Silicone Pacifiers - Set of 2 in Coordinating Colors
Tested to ASTM Safety Standards and Perfect For Newborns On Up!
Help soothe your sweetie in style with these adorable pacifiers from Itzy Ritzy! Their one-piece
design is made of durable, latex-free silicone and each pacifier features a precious design accent on
the handle to coordinate with baby's outfits. Our pacifiers meet ASTM safety standards and include
two large vent holes for breathability. Available in a two-pack, these pacifiers are ideal for babies 0
months and up.
Available in packs of 2 identical pacifiers and packs of 2 coordinating pacifiers
Each pacifier features a trendy design element on the handle
Made of 100% food grade silicone
BPA-free
Patent pending
So Many Features, All in a Little Pacifier!
Made of 100% Food Grade Silicone
Our pacifiers are made of silicone and feature a proven nipple shape that is soft and durable,
making it ideal for newborns and up. Even when baby's teeth are coming in!
Sold in Packs of Two!
Our Sweetie Soothers are sold in packs of two in coordinating colors, and each set features the
same adorable design on the handle. Perfect for coordinating with your baby's outfits!
Features 2 Extra-Large Air Holes For Added Safety
Each pacifier is made of a one-piece design and features two extra-large air holes for added safety.
Every pacifier is tested to ASTM safety standards so you can feel confident giving it to your baby!
Dishwasher Safe!
These pacifiers are dishwasher safe on the top rack only and are also microwave steam sterilizer
bag safe.
An Ideal Pacifier For Newborns!
Our Sweetie Soother pacifiers are made of soft and durable silicone, and they feature a collapsible
handle for added safety. Babies can even use their Sweetie Soothers as their teeth are coming in!
Perfectly Precious in a Pacifier Pod!
Carry your Sweetie Soother pacifiers in style with a coordinating Itzy Ritzy pacifier pod! Storing
pacifiers in a protective pod is a great way to keep them organized in a diaper bag and help keep
them clean (our pods can fit two pacifiers comfortably). Each pacifier measures 2" x 2" x 2.3".
Sweetie Soothers Make a Great Baby Shower Gift!
What mom or dad-to-be couldn't use pacifiers?! Plus, they will especially love how cute the Sweetie

Soothers look in their newborn's photos! There are many sets of Sweetie Soother pacifiers to
choose from and they are available in sets of coordinating colors or packs of two identical pacifiers.
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